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Already this year Lift Shop has been involved with some remarkable projects, and we're very proud of the installations
that have been completed so far... with many more still in progress.

 

Our lifts continue to be in high demand - for both their features and style. We increasingly find that the technology and
safety features are a big draw card, but of course, customers also love the customisation possibilities, which are
endless. Then there's the quality, which is unbeatable - there's just nothing else quite like it, so don't be fooled.

 

It continues to give us great pleasure to share some of our most recently celebrated projects with you, and this month
we feature

 

Historic Post Office

During the refurbishment of the historic General Post Office in Forrest
Place, Perth the owners wanted to stay true to the 90 year old
appearance of the striking sandstone building. With the 21st century
surrounding the proud old building from all angles a subtle solution to
the limited mobility access problem was needed. Lift Shop stepped up
to the challenge and installed a P1 platform lift which seamlessly
connects the old historic section of Forrest Place with the new while
keeping to the integrity of the area.

 

What's That Hiding?

Many clients want the elevator concealed, despite its beauty. These
pictures show some of the things that we can do.



 

Mediterranean living in Sydney's south

A love of their Greek heritage inspired the owners of a two-level
apartment to recreate Mediterranean island life right at home in Sydney.
Requiring private, secure access to their apartment from the lower,
commercial level of the building, Lift Shop's ElfoLift was installed in
powdercoated steel and milk white glass doors and includes a solid
door on the lower level for added security and privacy. Servicing three
stops with an adjacent through car, the lift delivers safety and
convenience, while overlooking the bay and opening directly onto
balconies presents a contemporary take on Greek island living.

 

A Sense of Light and Space

Creating a sense of light and space was key in the design of these
high-spec Williamstown duplexes, and it was only achieved with the
addition of a luxury Supermec in each dwelling.

Minimalist in style, but rich in features, each Supermec features
polished stainless steel and clear glass doors, along with polished
stainless steel, mirrored and glass walls, all blending seamlessly into
the glass-sided shaft. Each cabin is finished to perfection with
polished stainless steel profiles and handrails, and a continuation of
sleek floor tiles from throughout the house.

 

Monochrome Inspiration

Taking inspiration from modern monochrome tones, this three-stop
FreedomLift was customised with sleek black aluminium doors and
contrasting, milk white glass.

The real impact comes from the highly polished stainless steel cabin
and highlights, offset by black aluminium profiles, clear glass wall and
rich timber flooring.

 

Feedback

 

We love to hear what our customers think. If you have any feedback on any of the above stories, or would simply like
to tell us about your Lift Shop lift experience or project, please contact us.

 


